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COMPILATION: Living American scientists 
 
Oct. 9, 2018 
From: Matt Watson, a Modeling Workshop leader in Pennsylvania. 
    Not a new idea.... here goes: 
Can your students name a famous living American athlete?  living American coach? living 
American recording artist? 
    How about a famous living American scientist? 
    My go-to person was Dr. Leon Lederman, who passed away just this month. Trying to come 
up with recognizable replacements... Neil deGrasse Tyson and Brian Greene come to mind... 
any other suggestions? 
 ----------------------------------- 
Oct. 10, 2018 
From: Jim Deane,long-time modeler in Kansas 
    Matt, I would highly recommend you research Twitter's active scientist and #scicomm 
population. There are many scientists, including men, women, people of color, US citizens, 
immigrants, and foreign scientists who are famous and should be known to our students. Some of 
the ones that pop to mind may not even have a Ph.D. (e.g. The Physics Girl, Dianna Cowern). 
 ------------------------------------ 
Oct. 10, 2018 
From: Melissa Girmscheid, Computational Physics Modeling Workshop leader in Arizona. 
    I have a wall of scientist pictures for just this purpose. My students took on the challenge last 
month of identifying all 34 (plus Bruce Banner just to see if they'd notice) and will create a 
visual display for one of them this month.  
    The pictures include [living are in boldface –JJ]: 
Marie Curie, Margaret Hamilton, Eugenie Clark, Leland Melvin, Jane Goodall, Sylvia 
Acevedo, Rosalind Franklin, Michio Kaku, Upulie Divisekera, Severo Ochoa, Maryam 
Mirzikhani, Mario Molina, Katherine Johnson, Grace Hopper, Hedy Lamarr, Katie Mack, Ada 
Lovelace, Stephanie Kwolek, May-Britt Moser, Stephen Hawking, Sally Ride, Annie Jump 
Cannon, the crew of the Challenger, Rachel Carson, Emmy Noether, Alan Turing, Steven Chu, 
Srinivasa Ramanujan, Mae Jemison, Ahmed Zewail, Steve Jobs, Chien-Shiung Wu, Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, Nikola Tesla 
 
    My goal is to have them explore scientists beyond the ones they may already know and to see 
that scientists come from all backgrounds. I'd love to hear any suggestions to add to this wall. 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
Oct. 11, 2018 
From: Chris Lenius 
    Compound Interest has a nice list of 12 living women who have made big contributions to 
chemistry and chemistry-adjacent fields. 
    http://www.compoundchem.com/2018/03/07/12-women-chemistry 
 ----------------------------------------------- 
Oct. 13, 2018 
From: Art Zadrozny, a long-time modeler near Philadelphia PA 
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    I have my students research 'Phamous Physicists' to learn not only about their 
accomplishments and contributions to society, both contemporary to their time and to our world 
today, but also to identify what event or person in their lives encouraged them to develop their 
passion for science. 
    Thanks to Melissa Girmscheid, my list is now much more extensive and inclusive.  I've also 
put together a compilation of images for each person, so as to make it easier for students to 
identify with any one particular physicist. 
    I'd be interested in any additions that people have to offer.   artzadrozny@gmail.com 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
Oct. 15, 2018 
From: Paul Lulai 
    I have a list of physicists (and Sheldon Cooper and my dad) arranged to be the size that can be 
printed on Avery brand name stickers.  I use them to ID equipment instead of numbering the 
equipment. For example, instead of getting buggy #3, they get the Vera Rubin buggy. 
    My folder of MS-Word docs with picture, name, & brief summary is at 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3z0YyI6zKOjd2x0Nm82VTlVZkk  
 -------------------------------------------- 
Oct. 15, 2018 
From: Jane Jackson, ASU 
    To add to the list of great living scientists, I suggest these internationally renowned physics 
education researchers.  
 
* Carl Wieman, Stanford University. He won the Nobel Prize in physics in 2001.  "Carl 
Wieman holds a joint appointment as Professor of Physics and of the Graduate School of 
Education. He has done extensive experimental research in atomic and optical physics. His 
current intellectual focus is now on undergraduate physics and science education. He has 
pioneered the use of experimental techniques to evaluate the effectiveness of various teaching 
strategies for physics and other sciences, and recently served as Associate Director for Science in 
the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy." 
   profiles.stanford.edu/carl-wieman 
 
* David Hestenes, Emeritus Professor Physics, Arizona State Univerity.  
   His publication on the Force Concept Inventory is cited more than any other paper in physics 
education research. He is known internationally for his pioneering research on Geometric 
Algebra.  
    His awards and fellowships include these: 
2014 Excellence in Physics Education Award from the American Physical Society 
2003 Award for excellence in educational research by the Council of Scientific Society 
Presidents 
2002 Oersted Medal, awarded by the American Association of Physics Teachers for notable 
contributions to the teaching of physics 
Fellow of the American Physical Society 
Overseas Fellow of Churchill College, Cambridge 
Foundations of Physics Honoree (Sept.–Nov. issues, 1993) 
    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hestenes 
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* Eric Mazur: "physicist and educator at Harvard University, and an entrepreneur in technology 
start-ups for the educational and technology markets. Mazur's research is in experimental 
ultrafast optics and condensed matter physics."  
     His awards and fellowships include these: 
1989 – Elected Fellow of the American Physical Society. 
1999 – Award for excellence in educational research by the Council of Scientific Society 
Presidents 
2006 – selected as one of 75 most outstanding American physicists by the American Association 
of Physics Teachers 
2008 – Awarded the Esther Hoffman Beller Medal by the Optical Society of America. 
2008 - Correspondent of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences[5] 
   en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Mazur 
 -------------------------------------- 
Oct. 16, 2018 
From: Jane Jackson, ASU 
    To add to the list of great living scientists, I suggest these two leading climate scientists. Both 
have doctorates in physics.  I quote from their wikipedia entries.  Each of them has an 
informative website (see below). -- Jane J 
 
*  James Edward Hansen (born 29 March 1941) is an American adjunct professor directing the 
Program on Climate Science, Awareness and Solutions of the Earth Institute at Columbia 
University. He is best known for his research in climatology, his 1988 Congressional testimony 
on climate change that helped raise broad awareness of global warming, and his advocacy of 
action to avoid dangerous climate change. In recent years he has become a climate activist to 
mitigate the effects of climate change, on a few occasions leading to his arrest. 
   ... He was trained in physics and astronomy in the space science program of James Van Allen 
at the University of Iowa. He obtained a B.A. in Physics and Mathematics with highest 
distinction in 1963, an M.S. in Astronomy in 1965 and a Ph.D. in Physics in 1967, all three 
degrees from the University of Iowa. ... 
   Hansen retired from NASA in April 2013 after 46 years of government service, saying he 
planned to take a more active role in the political and legal efforts to limit greenhouse gases. The 
same month, the National Center for Science Education, an organization noted for defending the 
teaching of evolution in United States science classrooms, named Hansen as an advisor to 
support the extension of its area of concern into the teaching of climate change. ... 
    [He has won many scientific awards, including from the AAPT.]  In June 2018, Hansen was 
named joint winner, with Veerabhadran Ramanathan, of Taiwan's Tang Prize Foundation prize. 
Hansen's prize had a total value of NT $25 million. 
    His website is http://www.columbia.edu/~jeh1 
Ref:    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Hansen 
 
*  Michael Evan Mann (born December 28, 1965) is an American climatologist and 
geophysicist,[1] currently director of the Earth System Science Center at Pennsylvania State 
University, who has contributed to the scientific understanding of historic climate change based 
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on the temperature record of the past thousand years. He has pioneered techniques to find 
patterns in past climate change, and to isolate climate signals from noisy data. 
  Mann was selected  "by Scientific American as one of the fifty leading visionaries in science 
and technology in 2002. In 2012 he was inducted as a Fellow of the American Geophysical 
Union and was awarded the Hans Oeschger Medal of the European Geosciences Union. In 2013 
he was elected a Fellow of the American Meteorological Society, and awarded the status of 
distinguished professor in Penn State's College of Earth and Mineral Sciences. In 2017 he was 
elected as a Fellow of the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry. 
    Mann is author of more than 200 peer-reviewed and edited publications. He has also published 
three books: Dire Predictions: Understanding Global Warming (2008), The Hockey Stick and the 
Climate Wars: Dispatches from the Front Lines (2012), and, together with co-author Tom Toles, 
The Madhouse Effect: How Climate Change Denial Is Threatening Our Planet, Destroying Our 
Politics, and Driving Us Crazy (2016). In 2012, the European Geosciences Union described his 
publication record as "outstanding for a scientist of his relatively young age".  
    Mann is a co-founder and contributor to the climatology blog RealClimate: 
       http://www.realclimate.org 
Ref:     en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_E._Mann 
 ---------------------------------------- 
Feb. 25, 2019 
From: Jane Jackson 
Last October, teachers contributed resources on famous living American scientists, especially 
physicists.   A listserv compilation is at 
    modeling.asu.edu/listserv2/listserv2_genlConcerns/FamousLivingAmericanScientists.pdf  
 
  To add to that: today I found a big webpage called "Physics and STEM heros". It's by David 
Rosengrant, STEM education faculty at the University of South Florida - St. Petersburg (near 
Tampa). David's research area is PER; his dissertation advisor was Eugenia Etkina at Rutgers, 
the founder of ISLE, which is super-compatible with Modeling Instruction.   
 
These biographies are good resources, especially for girls and minorities, to interest them in 
STEM. There's  one on Fred Begay, a Navajo nuclear physicist with whom David Hestenes and I 
corresponded 20 years ago, when Dr. Hestenes had his $4M NSF grant to take Modeling 
Instruction nationwide.  -- Jane J 
 
I quote from David Rosengrant's webpage: 
 ---------------------------------------- 
Physics typically faces low enrollment in undergraduate degree programs. It is no surprise then 
that the number of minorities in physics is also low. However, when you break down the number 
of students and look at them from a percentage standpoint, the number of women and minorities 
in physics is incredibly low. Though Physics typically has the lowest percentages, all of the 
STEM fields can use some help to increase the number of women and minorities who wish to 
pursue degrees in these fields. 
 
A goal to help address this issue that I came up with is to target learning opportunities for 
students in middle and high school classrooms. I believe that part of the reason we don’t have 
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more women and minorities going into Physics and STEM is that we don’t do enough to 
highlight the work that these individuals have done in our K-12 classrooms. When I was a high 
school teacher I knew the importance of this but lacked time to incorporate this into my 
curriculum. It is not that I didn’t have the desire, it was time. Now, as a professor in Physics and 
STEM education I am incorporating this endeavor into my classes so that time is not an issue. 
 
The goal of this project is to provide a hero for every topic a teacher addresses in the classroom.  
Teachers will use whatever lessons ... from the curriculum they use, but we have done the 
research to create a one-page biography that teachers can print out and use.  
... 
Please use and share these to help us to get more individuals interested in STEM.  Just keep in 
mind that most of these were from former students, so if there are issues please let me know. 
 
Who knows the potential that lies within these children? 
 
Download biographies at 
   www.usfsp.edu/rosengrant-stem-lab/physics-and-stem-heroes/ 
 
See the article by David Rosengrant in THE PHYSICS TEACHER, October 2018. 
Rosengrant, D. (2018). Physics Champions Among White Women and People of Color.  The 
Physics Teacher, Volume 56, Issue 7, pp 452-454. 
 -------------------------------------- 
 
 


